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Abstract
Introduction: Tibial plateau fractures (TPFs) are one of the most common radiological pathologies to be overlooked by doctors and

represent a wide spectrum of severity which ranges from simple injuries to complex fracture patterns. The treatment of the TPFs
varies depending on type, mechanism of injury, and patient characteristics.

Case Presentation: We report the case of one male 57-aged patient who sustained TPF fracture with depression of lateral tibial

condyle and bleeding into joint spaces. The fracture was overlooked in image acquired by X-ray on standard anteroposterior view of
the right proximal tibia, at the first radiologic examination. Diagnose of TPF was delayed until magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was
performed. Anteroposterior and lateral X-ray reassessment of the knee proved that TPF was overlooked.

Conclusion: We found two reasons for overlooking TPF in the emergency room, first, that TPF was not identified by standard X-ray
imaging because the lateral X-ray and MRI were not acquired. The presentation of this case report of overlooked and delayed diagno-

sis of FTP was intended to put attention to a common mistake made by orthopedists who did not indicate proper imaging technique
and by radiologists who did not detect the TPFs.
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Introduction

Tibial plateau fractures (TPFs) comprise 1% of fractures in all age groups and 8% in the elderly population [1]. TPFs are one of the

most common radiological pathologies to be overlooked by doctors [2], because it is difficult to be recognized on standard radiographs
since the uninjured joint surface is often projected on top of the fractured part of the tibiae plateau in the anterior-posterior, and side

views [3]. TPFs frequently have important soft tissue injuries that are difficult to diagnose on physical examination. Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) scanning should be considered for TPFs due to high-energy mechanism, allowing identification and treatment of associated soft tissue injuries with injury to the ligaments and menisci of the knee [4]. When a skeletal x-ray imaging study is misinterpreted

or delayed, patient care may be neglected. Severe complications may be seen with these injuries, especially after higher grade fractures
[5]. TPFs present a challenge to treating trauma and orthopaedic surgeons. Appropriate adequate early treatment implies anatomic joint

reduction, alignment of the extremity and early motion to prevent stiffness [6]. These injuries are complicated by patient’s comorbidities
(osteoporosis, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes, obesity...), preexisting osteoarthritis, and lower levels of preinjury functional and ambulatory status [7].
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Fractures of the lateral plateau are much more common than the medial plateau, which requires a large amount of force. TPFs usually

occur due to high-energy trauma, characteristically produced by varus or valgus forces coupled with axial loading [8]. A special type of

TPF is a bumper fracture: a fracture of the lateral tibial plateau caused by bumper of a car coming into contact with the outer side of the
knee when a person is standing. Specifically, it is caused by a forced valgus applied to the knee.

The small number of studies (only two) addressing overlooked TPFs [7], whereas the other describes eight overlooked osteoporotic

fractures in elderly patients [9,10] has motivated us to present a case report of overlooked and delayed diagnosis of TPF.

We present the rare case of a 57-year old male with diabetes mellitus tip 2 on peroral antidiabetic therapy and angiotensin-converting

enzyme inhibitors for hypertension.

Case Presentation

A 57-year old man presented to the emergency orthopaedics room after a fall from a height, which lost the right knee movement with

pain, swelling, inability to bear weight and knee effusion. On orthopaedics examination on 20th November 2019, we found a swollen,

tender joint and restricted motion of the right knee without any neurovascular deficit or compartment syndrome signs. The limb was
splinted by plaster back splint and subjected to x-ray imaging.

The radiologist did not notice the fracture line and did not suspect for fracture. The fracture was overlooked.

Figure 1: X-ray imaging of a lateral tibial plateau fracture (overlooked fracture).

In figure 1, acquired by X-ray, we show an anteroposterior view of the right proximal tibia with an unrecognizable initial injury (im-

aged on 20.11.2019). The orthopedist and radiologist told the patient that there was no fracture. He was sent to rest for home treatment
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with symptomatic therapy, cold compresses analgesics and non-steroidal antirheumatics. Due to the further deterioration of the general
condition with knee swelling, the patient called for a repeat orthopedic examination on 6th December 2019 and he was directed to MRI.

Figure 2: MRI coronal plane scan of the tibia 19 days after the time of the initial injury.

MRI was acquired at 8th December 2019. Figure 2 show MRI image of the tibial plateau of the proximal tibia in the coronal plane. The

image was acquired by standard pulse sequences and standard planes. We follow the plateau fracture accompanied by depression of lat-

eral tibial condyle and intraarticular fluid with MRI characteristics of hemarthrosis (bleeding into joint spaces). The orthopedist after the
results of MRI evacuated a bloody content from the swollen knee.

Figure 3: MRI sagittal plane scan of the tibia 19 days after the time of the initial injury.
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After the patient was diagnosed with MRI, his knee joint was reimaged by X-rays. This time the fracture line of the lateral portion of the

tibial plateau was detected (Figure 4).

Figure 4: (a) Anteroposterior view of the right proximal tibia showing the initial injury (look at the arrow), (b) lateral view of the right
proximal tibia (imaged on 13.12.2019). Note the degree of articular depression better appreciated on MRI scan.

The purpose of this X-ray re-imaging was to determine whether the fracture existed at the first radiographic scan or it was caused by

an additional load on the injured leg. It was proved that the fracture was not seen at the first examination, despite being present.

The patient walked unassisted, he was pain free and, bearing full weight, with a reasonably good functional range of motion. The local

examination did not reveal any signs of ligamentous laxity.

Discussion

In 84% of the cases, where an X-ray image was obtained at first medical contact, the fracture was visible or suspected at retrospec-

tive evaluation of the X-rays. TPFs scan can be hard to recognize in anterior-posterior as well as lateral projections [9,10]. Because of the
anatomy of the tibial plateau, which causes a distortion in radiography, underestimating anterior surface depression and overestimating

posterior surface depression is possible [11]. Sometimes, in addition, we need to made oblique projections when TPFs are suspected but
not confirmed by standard AP and lateral X-rays. In that way, adding an oblique knee views, we increase the diagnostic sensitivity from
79 to 85% [12].

The Pittsburgh Knee Rules (PKRs) were developed to improve accuracy in the use of X-ray imaging in cases of acute knee injuries. PKRs

have sensitivity close to 100% [13] and Cohen’s kappa (κ) inter-observer agreement of 0.71 [13]. MRI-scan and CT-scan should be considered in patient cases with a clinical suspicion of a TPF and where X-ray images are normal even though CT-scans are fast and provide
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a detailed view of the fracture pattern and articular surface [3]. MRI-scans are better suited for accurately displaying occult fractures and
for visualizing soft tissue injuries during TPFs [14].

After the overlooked diagnosis of TPFs in first knee X-rays, because of presence and exacerbation of the clinical symptoms, we made

MRI as more sensitive diagnostic imaging. After the TPF was discovered with MRI, we exposure the patients to X-ray, once again, to find
the fracture line what we missed in the first AP X-ray projection. Between these imaging procedures, the patient was immobilized with

a fixed knee brace and disabled from bearing weight, to prevent a potential fracture from displacement, until a final diagnosis has been
proven by MRI.

Conclusion

We found the main reason for overlooking TPFs in the emergency room setting of Clinical Hospital D-r Trifun Panovski: MRI was not

taken immediately, because decision rules for indication of knee MRI had not been followed in the emergency room setting.

The presentation of this case report of overlooked and delayed diagnosis of FTP was intended to put attention to a common mistake

made by orthopedists who did not indicate proper imaging technique and by radiologists who did not detect the TPFs.
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